In this paper we propose a mathematical model of a mixture between a porous material and a polarized fluid in the mechanics of complex bodies. We use a variational approach to derive the global and microstructural balance laws for each phase of the mixture and for the mixture as a whole. Such balances differ from those generally proposed in theory of mixtures. We consider an open system and we account for external sources. Moreover, via the Coleman and Noll procedure we point out that the transport equation for the matter in a polarized mixture due to electrical field is governed by the Nernst-Planck equation.
Introduction
Our aim is to formulate a constitutive framework for a multiphase mixture composed of a porous skeleton (solid) and of a polarized fluid entering the solid. The system is considered physically as an open system. It could represent for instance a polymer immersed into an electrolytical cell; when a voltage is applied, the hydrated molecules enter, causing the swelling. That is the electrochemical mechanism which rules the swelling for a wide class of advanced materials like conductive polymers, widely used in robotics for artificial muscles. It is common to suppose that cations move into the polymer according to the Nernst-Planck equation; differently from other papers, where this behaviour is postulated, here we slightly modify the mass balance introducing a general term h 2 for the influx, without specifying its constitutive form. Since the flux of cations behaves like a polarized fluid, we have modified the variational form proposed by Toupin (1956) adding a porous solid phase to model the polymer. We derive momentum, microstructural and energy balances; next we find the constitutive restrictions and we prove that h 2 has the form of the flux in Nernst-Planck equation.
Kinematical description
We assume that the mixture consists of two constituents; the index a denotes the ath constituent, being a ¼ 1; 2. With a ¼ 1 we denote the skeleton or the matrix of the solid, that is a porous body; the pores behave as a microstructure that influence the gross behaviour of the mixture. With a ¼ 2 we denote the polarized fluid. We admit, for the sake of simplicity, that each pore is spherical. Each constituent is assigned a fixed reference configuration with X a the position of a particle of that constituent in its reference configuration. The spatial position x at time t is x ¼ v a ðX a ; tÞ ð 1Þ
being v a the deformation function for the ath constituent. If the deformation function is sufficiently smooth we can define x a ¼ @ t v a ðX a ; tÞ
x } a ¼ @ 2 t v a ðX a ; tÞ F a ¼ 5v a ðX a ; tÞ as velocity, acceleration and deformation gradient of the ath constituent. The prime apex with a subscript a denotes the material time derivative following the motion of the ath constituent. Then, in general, we can write the material time derivative of a (scalar, e.g) quantity C following the ath constituent as
We also define a partial density q a ðx; tÞ associated with the phase a and we associate with the mixture a mixture density q given by q ¼ P a q a . If we consider the mixture as a single body the velocity _ x at x and time t is given by
The material time derivative of a function Cðx; tÞ following the motion defined by _ x is given by:
We introduce new kinematical descriptors, or order parameters which describe the motion of the microstructure. The most indicate variable which can describe the change in volume due to porosity is the volume fraction b a ðx; tÞ. In general it is q a ¼q a b a whereq a is the constituent density. The mass balances are
where c a accounts for change of mass due to chemical reactions and h 2 is the flux of mass from the external environment. We do not make assumption about h 2 at this stage except differentiability in space; we will determine its nature at the end of the Coleman and Noll procedure. The skeleton of phase one is electrically inert; differently from that, the entering phase is composed of hydrated molecules which are electrically charged. This second phase results polarized, and so is the mixture (as a whole), according with the principles for mixtures proposed by Truesdell (see Truesdell, 1984, Lesson 5) . We should complete the description of phase two by describing the local polarization per unit mass by a vector p 2 ¼ p 2 ðx; tÞ. In conclusion, the microstructural evolution of the phase one is described by the order parameter b 1 ¼ b 1 ðx; tÞ; the microstructural evolution of the phase two is described by the order parameters b 2 ¼ b 2 ðx; tÞ and p 2 ¼ p 2 ðx; tÞ. The mixture as a whole accounts for all three order parameters which are essentially the morphological descriptors of the inner material structure. The scheme falls within the general structure of the mechanics of complex bodies (Mariano, 2002) .
Momentum and microstructural balance equations
Most of the authors approach the problem of a mixture with microstructure postulating the form of global and microstructural balance laws in accordance with the Master Balance principle. Differently from them, we try to derive such equations. Recently, Mariano (2005b) suggested a powerful tool to derive balance equations within the framework of the theory of mixtures. Once postulated the form of the external power for each phase, via an axiom of invariance of the power for observers, he finds global and microstructural balance laws. Another way could be the minimization of a functional: see, for instance, Giovine (2006) and Mariano and Stazi (2005) . We follow this second approach because we deal with an open system and we avoid to postulate a form of the power that for an open system could be more difficult than usual. We suppose that each phase admits a hyperelastic potential for unit of mass W a : it is a state function that in Eulerian configuration writes for phase one
and for phase two
In both hyperelastic potential we introduced the metric tensors g a for the phases. We admit that both mechanical and substructural forces have a contact and volume contributions and that the substructural forces are power conjugated with the rate of the corresponding order parameter (see Mariano and Stazi, 2005) . We deduce the balance laws by the first variationd
where b t is a part of the region B t occupied at time t in the Eulerian configuration by the mixture. The natural motion of the mixture is the one for which the first variation in (4) is null for every choice of ðdx;db 1 ;db 2 ;dp 2 ;d/Þ. The functional depends on the set of variables ðg 1 ; g 2 ; b 1 ; b 2 ; p 2 ; /Þ: from the variation of each of them, separately, all balance laws follow. Because we have two phases, two momentum balances derive. From the variation of the three order parameters we derive three microstructural balance laws; from the variation of / another law for the electric field is obtained. Before describing the physical quantity appearing in (4) we explain briefly the relationship between d andd; the variation d is a Frechet derivative calculated with respect to x (see, for instance, Holzapfel (2000)) and because of the dependence of the order parameters from x, we have to account for two variations: the direct arbitrary variation and the one consequent on the virtual displacement dx. Thus we write the total variationd for p 2 aŝ dp 2 ¼ ðdp 2 Þ þ @p 2 @x dx
The total variation of the gradient with respect to x of a quantity ðÞ is given bŷ
it means that the second term in (5) occurs in momentum balances when we get the variation of x. Moreover the variation of the metric tensor g a coincides with the autonomous Lie derivative of g a along the varied motion dx and is (Dubrovin et al., 1992) dg a ¼ 2 grad dx ð6Þ
that is valid when rotational motions are absent. In presence of rotational component of the motion, the right-hand side term has to be written as twice the symmetric part of grad; dx. Returning to (4) E is the Maxwell-Faraday electric field and is related to the electrostatic potential through
the term 1 2 e 0 jEj 2 is the energy for unit of volume stored in the space occupied by phase 2; the electric field E is related to the polarization vector p 2 since the variation of the electric field causes a reorientation of p 2 ; we take into account this effect via the Legendre transform q 2 E Á p 2 which changes E in p 2 such that at the left-hand side appears the variation of the electric enthalpy (see Ymery (1997) , Yang and Batra (1995) ). At the right-hand side of (4) m a represents the momentum exerted over the component ath by the other component as prescribed by Truesdell (1984) . The bulk and the surface forces are, respectively, b a and t a . Moreover, l and f are the surface and volume microstructural actions power conjugated with the rate of p 2 , while s 1 and c 1 (respectively s 2 and c 2 )
are the surface and volume microstructural forces power conjugated to the rate of the order parameter b 1 (respectively b 2 ). If we only consider phase 2 neglecting the microstructural contributions due to b 2 , (4) reduces to the work principle proposed by Toupin (1956) . We recall that the variations of (2) and (3) arê
will be useful in the pull-back of (4).
Balance of momentum for phase one
The evolution of phase one is described by the motions of x and b 1 . We consider separately the variations of x and b 1 in (4); we obtain the momentum balance equation and the microstructural balance equations. By (8) and (10), Eq. (4) writes
The first term at the left-hand side arises from the variation of q 1 , as it results employing (8) and the second term comes from the variation of W 1 . The variation of x has influence on the variation of b 1 through the relationship (5) that we write in indicial notation
Since g 1 and b 1 depend on x, we have
Integrating by parts and requiring that the integral is satisfied for all possible choices of dx, we can write in point-wise form Eq. (11). It turns out that
where we have defined
and m c 1 Á dx :¼ Àd c 1 W 1 . Eq. (13) is the Doyle-Ericksen formula for a porous body. It is a particular case of a generalized version of the Doyle-Ericksen formula obtained in Capriz and Mariano (2003) where the microstructural term here presented governs the transfer of energy from substructural level to macroscopic level (Capriz and Mariano, 2003) . Moreover we obtain on the boundary that
We can decompose the bulk force b 1 in its inertial and not inertial parts asz
which substituted in (12) gives
In (14) (14) coincides with the one proposed in (Bowen, 1976) .
Microstructural balance for phase one
The variation of b 1 is now considered. From (4) we have
Now, we impose c c 1d b 1 :¼ ÀW 1d c 1 ; integrating by parts we obtain the point-wise microstructural balance equation
which is valid for every choice ofdb 1 . We have defined
The term z 1 is a self force -see Capriz (1989) , Mariano (2002) , see also Mariano and Stazi (2005) -which describes the interaction of the microstructure on itself. We note that the term c c 1 arises naturally applying the mass balance law while it should be postulated when the approach of de Groot and Mazur (1984) is followed or predicted if we use the method proposed in Mariano (2005b) .
Balance of momentum for phase two
The entries in the functional (4) are ðg 2 ; /; b 2 ; p 2 Þ. Using (7) the total variation writeŝ
The balance of momentum is obtained again by the variation of x; such variation involves also the variation of the electric potential /, the variation of p 2 and the variation of b 2 through the second term at right hand side in (5). Hence the left-hand side of (16) becomes
where (3) has been applied. We introduce the tensor
substituting (17) in left hand side of (16), we get, for the arbitrariness of dx, the pointwise balance equation
and
Eq. (21) is the sum of two contributions: when we neglect the porosity b 2 Eq. (21) reduces to the stress tensor for ferroelectric materials and when we neglect the polarization vector p 2 the stress tensor reduces to the form peculiar for porous bodies (see Mariano and Stazi (2005) ). Let us consider now the terms m c 2 and m h 2 ; as we have seen in (19) and in (20) they are composed of two parts: an exchange of mass due to chemical reactions (the first term of both) and an electrical transport (the second term of both). We can decompose the electrostatic potential in the contributions: 
where T 2 is the sum of (21) and the Maxwell stress tensor
Variation of the electrical potential
As we pointed in describing the terms appearing in (4), the fields E and p 2 are in some way related and we decided to let one field "disappear" (in particular the electric field E) via a Legendre transform. In this subsection we describe how one field interact on the other field. By variating the electrical potential / Eq. (16) 
Accounting only ford/ and integrating by parts we obtain
which has to be satisfied for every choice ofd/. We find for every point inside the body e 0 div grad/ À div ðq 2 p 2 Þ ¼ 0;
and on the boundary
This results are coincident with the results discussed in (Toupin, 1956 ).
Microstructural balance equations for phase two
Phase two is described by two order parameters. We variate them separately to find the corresponding two microstructural balances.
Variation of the porosity b 2
If the variation of the porosity b 2 is considered Eq. (4) reduces to
in which (3) has been applied. Integrating by parts, for the arbitrariness ofdb 2 , we have the pointwise form
and the following quantities defined as:
We notice that Eq. (22) 
As q 2 does not depend on p 2 we easily obtain
and hence
Again, an integration by parts yields the pointwise balance
This results coincide with those found by (Davì and Mariano, 2001) for ferroelectric materials. We observe that in (23) no terms of exchange are present. The microstructural tractions at the boundary of the body have to be considered equal to zero because no loading device able to prescribe microstructural tractions is known.
Balance of energy
We consider again both phases, separately, to find out each balance of energy and next we use the results obtained to write the balance of energy of the mixture as a whole. The balance of energy proposed formally writes
where
q a is the flux of heat from the external environment for the ath phase and q a r a is the internal source of heat. In (25) we retain all terms for simplicity. It is obvious that
It is worth spending some words on E a ; from (2) and (3) we deduce that the exchanges of energy are physically due to chemical exchange between phases; the term involved is c a ; transport phenomena from the external environment; the term involved is the flux h 2 (or more in general h a , with h 1 ¼ 0).
An exchange of energy as prescribed by Truesdell's principles should be present. We propose
where the meaning of each term has been listed above, in the same order. We can develop (27), obtaining
such form will be used in the following.
Balance of energy for phase one
According to (24) and (25) we write for the phase one d dt
where all terms have been explained previously. Since exchanges of energy with the outer environment are absent Eq. (27) reduces to
Accounting for (12), (15), (2) and (29) reduces to the point-wise form of the energy equation
which coincides with the balance of energy found by Bowen (1976) when the substructural terms are neglected.
Balance of energy for phase two
We specialize Eqs. (24) and (25) for phase two and we get d dt
while E 2 should account of exchange with outer environment and has the form proposed in Eq. (28). Hence Eq. (32) changes into the point-wise form for energy balance equation
The term h 2 Á grad e 2 is not present in standard the theory of mixtures as it is an external contribution as the system is open. A similar term has been proposed by Garikipati et al. (2004) for growing tissues.
Balance of energy for the mixture as a whole
In the following we derive the balance of energy for the mixture as a whole. We recall that the inner part of the internal energy is defined as:
while the internal energy is Truesdell and Toupin (1960) , Truesdell and Noll (1965) ). Summing up (24) for all a and recalling that d dt
we obtain the point-wise form
from which it is possible to find the momentum and microstructural balances of the mixture as a whole, and
The rate of kinetic energy with respect to time is
with h 1 ¼ 0. We sum (34) and (33) and the following balance of energy is obtained:
We impose that C ¼ 0 in (36) to satisfy Truesdell's 3rd metaphysical principle. The term h 2 Á grad e 2 in (35) is present according to Truesdell's 1-st metaphysical principle.
Balance of entropy and constitutive restrictions
In the previous sections we already found a large part of the constitutive restrictions involved in our problem, but not all these restrictions have been found. For instance we still lack the constitutive restrictions for h 2 , whose physical nature is in some way still obscure. In this section we desire to enlarge our results via the Coleman's and Noll's procedure, so to find all the results. For the sake of completeness we will find again also the constitutive restriction already known, so that no equivocalness can arise from a partial use of the procedure.
Since we are dealing with an open system we should propose an entropy balance slightly different from the one usually proposed for closed systems (see for instance Bowen, 1976) . The balance we propose here is in accordance with the Master Balance Principle which prescribes that all the balance laws must be formally similar one another. It means that the entropy balance should be formally equivalent, in all its terms, to another balance law, for instance (32). Neglecting microstructural terms we recognize that a generic field N ¼ b Nðx; tÞ can be recast in the form (Loret and Simoes, 2005) d dt
where s ¼ sðx; tÞ is a volume source per unit current volume, i ¼ iðx; tÞ is a surface source (flux) per unit current area, ŝ ¼ŝðx; tÞ is a volume source due to a mass transferred between phases within the mixture.
According with these arguments we propose the balance
where H a is the flux of entropy into the system for the phase a; h is the temperature for each phase and for the mixture, since we suppose the temperature is the same for all the phases and for the mixture; H a is the exchange of entropy between the phases, according with the third metaphysical principle. We spend some words for the quantity H a . Likewise the exchange of energy (27), the exchange of entropy H a should account for chemical exchange between phases; the term involved is c a ; transport from the external environment; the term involved is the flux h 2 (or more in general h a , with h 1 ¼ 0); an exchange of entropy as prescribed by 3rd metaphysical principle.
So we propose the form
We note that when h a 0, identically (38) and (39) coincide with the balance of entropy proposed by Truesdell (1984) for a closed system. We impose that
the last inequality is the requirement that the supply rate of entropy is always greater than zero, as prescribed by the second Principle of thermodynamics. Then, using the theorem of divergence in (39), summing up between all phases Eq. (38) and imposing (40) we obtain the point-wise entropy unbalance
By multiplying (41) for the temperature h and subtracting the energy balance (24) we obtain
We define the Helmholtz free energy per unit mass as w a :¼ e a À hg a ð43Þ
and deriving with respect to time and substituting in (42) we have q a ð w a þ hg a Þ þ c a w a þ w a div h a 6 P ext a þ ð c a e a þ e a þ div h a e a Þ þ h a Á grade a À hh a Á gradg a :
We define the quantity 
We can apply now the procedure by Coleman and Noll to find out the constitutive restrictions. We replace the Principle of equipresence with the Principle of phase separation (see Truesdell (1984) ) proposing the following constitutive structure for the free energy:
W a ¼ W a ðb a ; p 2 ; F a ; grad p a ; grad b a ; h; grad hÞ:
In our list of entries we substitute the metric tensor g a with the deformation tensor F a , changing the Eulerian approach followed until now into a Lagrangian approach. The reason is that we are going to deduce the chemical tensor of our mixture and we prefer to follow the approach tracked by Bowen (1976) , so to compare our results for a mixture of complex bodies with the ones already found in literature for mixtures of classical continua. 
We know that a chemical tensor is an Eshelby tensor. Tensor (49) is the Eshelby tensor when microstructure occurs and is in the form found by Mariano (2005a) . From classical arguments given by Bowen (1976) we find from (49) that
